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About eConnect Plus
Reduce business costs. Improve efficiency and productivity.
eConnect Plus is a business support services company whose aim is to reduce
business costs and improve efficiency and productivity. We provide convenient
offsite mail processing services at our facilities in Melbourne and Sydney and
over the last 10 years we have developed a number of online tools to improve our
customers business performance. These tools are available through single sign on
to our One Office digital mailroom.
As a Business Partner of Australia Post we have collaborated on a number of
Postal Innovations to enable customers to improve existing mailroom operations
and transition to a Digital future.
All of the applications on our One Office digital mailroom platform are fully
supported by qualified staff who conduct regular training sessions ensuring our
customers are fully utilising the tools available.
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eConnect Plus One Office
Single Sign On to great tools that can be accessed by your staff from anywhere
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DIY Direct Mail
eConnect Plus DIY Direct Mail online
allows our customers to save time and
money by preparing their Direct Mail
campaigns online.
Customers can upload their artwork or choose from a
large range of artwork available in the library. Choosing
your target market is made easy by using our online
geocoding tool. Simply draw the area you want and
you will receive a fully costed campaign complete with
the number of letterboxes you will be sending to.
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DIY Direct Mail
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This is a perfect tool
for businesses wanting
to target specific
streets where a tailored
message is required.

Access both of Australia Post’s
addressed and unaddressed
services using:

Benefits eConnect
Plus Digital delivers

+

DL Postcards

+

DLX Postcards

+	Less reliance on costly
Advertising Agencies

+

MAXPOP Postcards

+

Proof your artwork online and
send to us for approval. Once the
artwork has been submitted and
approved an email is sent to confirm the order and summary of the
job including.

+

A4 (2pp)

+

A4 (4pp)

+	Increase accountability
and transparency

+

Immediate cost savings

Reduce returned mail

+	Share template between
departments

Try it for Free

+

Increased productivity

+

Ensure brand consistency
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See a Demo
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Email / SMS and Social Media
Over 70 free professionally designed mobile
friendly templates plus a powerful drag and
drop editor.
Our hassle-free drag and drop editor plus built-in image editor
make it super simple to get started with email marketing.
You don’t need to know anything about HTML! Easily customise
our professionally designed email templates or create your own.
Watch your email campaign results unfold live and see who
received, opened, clicked and shared your emails.
Device split shows who is reading your emails on a desktop vs a
mobile. You can then see specific types of mobile devices. Use
click maps for a quick visual representation of your email clicks.
Find out which email addresses bounced and why. You can then
determine whether you want to deactivate them or not.
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Email / SMS and Social Media
Easily customise our professionally designed email
templates or create your own. Segmentation is a
breeze. Use spreadsheet view to slice and dice data
for easy segmentation. Combined with the dynamic
content tool this allows you to create one email with
different content for each segment of your database.
In-built features to help you adhere to the Spam Act.
Gain consent and collect subscriber double opt ins
with web forms. Unsubscribe management including
a one click unsubscribe function.

+	Get valuable insights from every campaign you
send with interactive reports.
+	Synchronise your email marketing with your
social networks. Automatically publish messages
on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter. Allow
customers to share your emails with social
sharing options.
+	Send targeted SMS messages or business
reminders and confirmations from an easy to use
interface.
+	Branded newsletters sign up forms, competition
entry forms, surveys ad more. Easily add you
website and social media pages.
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Data Tools
Capture addresses faster with less effort

Data Tools’ capture technology increases efficiency
by streamlining address entry, whether it’s verifying
postal, mobile or email address.
This technology also ensures that you get accurate data at the
front-end thus minimising downstream issues. Improve not only the
quality of the address data captured but also the user experience by
shortening data-entry time.
More Data Sources
Data Tools’ data enhancement platform aggregates multiple verified
data sources and services into one streamlined platform. And because
we know data is only as good as it is relevant, the OptiSource System™
gives you instant access to the best data sources for your specific
tasks. That means more data that’s more relevant to you. And when it
comes to up-front accuracy, this can make all the difference.
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Data Tools
Format, clean, repair and verify addresses
automatically, with 100% accuracy, and no
ambiguities
Data Tools’ advanced “Human Touch” logic enables
batches of existing address data to be cleansed in
real-time. The Human Touch™ logic will take the full
address and intelligently make sense of information in
the same intuitive way a human would.

Some of the key features include:
+	Managing Return to Sender Mail
+	Mailing Address Look Up and Repair
+	Mobile Phone and Email Validation
+	Australian National Change of Address (NCOA)
processing
+	Australia Post AMAS Certified
+	Batch load and export options
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Electronic Signature
Whether you’re approving a purchase,
closing a sale, or signing an agreement,
it’s easy with our reliable and trusted
electronic signature service.
Make your business stand above the pack by
connecting the electronic signature service with
an automated workflow and one click can get
the signature captured, document returned and
confirmation sent. For a multiple signature document,
you control who signs where and within a document
through our workflow signature assignment.
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Electronic Signature
Benefits of using Electronic Signature:
+	Improved efficiency by getting
your documents back quicker
+	You can track your document
through all points of its
fulfillment life cycle
+	Your customer saves time
by not having to print, sign,
scan and email or post

+	A copy of your signed
Documents are securely
stored
+	Credentials are applied
to each signature step
+	Added features like SMS
password can be added to
verify the receiver’s identity

+	You can automate the
documents’ delivery method
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Workflow Automation
Use our workflow app to engage with
your target audience. Learn about
how they want to receive information
and what makes them respond.
Save money by using low cost services and
automate other options for alternative delivery
methods to ensure your message gets to your
entire database.
Upload your document and database and let our
workflow engine find the best way to get it in front
of your target audience. Create your own workflow
using our drag and drop editor which offers sms,
email, regular mail, tracked mail and Registered
Post as deliver options. Receive emails when
checkpoints have been reached requiring you to
update date content.
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Workflow Automation
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eConnect Plus provides local
phone and personal support to
assist in setting up these tasks.

Set your own business rules as to how you want the flow to happen
and use our artificial intelligence engine to learn about the best
channel and best time to get through to your target audience.

We also conduct Master Classes
on each of the applications to
help you make the most of the
functionality. If the workflow
needed doesn’t exist we can
readily develop it. Even the
smallest business can look like a
Corporate if their systems are set
up correctly.

Benefits include:
+	One step communication
tool that ensures you get
the message to your entire
audience
+	Setting low cost deliver
options keeps the overall cost
down

Try it for Free

+	Our Artificial Intelligence
builds a user profile and learns
the best time and channel
to get quality time with your
audience
+	Save templated campaigns to
be used or reused at a later
date to improve productivity

Book Demo

See a Demo
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Digital/Hybrid Mail
eConnect Plus Digital enables
our customers to prepare their
communication documents from the
desktop and submit them seamlessly
for us to print, fold, insert and lodge.
To achieve this, eConnect Plus utilises our
proprietary CommSafe Mail software. We
ensure consideration is given for our customers’
branding, work-flow and preferred delivery
channel. eConnect Plus Digital helps eliminate
unstructured, ad-hoc mail processed by staff
within your organisation.
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Digital/Hybrid Mail
Reduce the hidden costs
of mail with a single
mouse click by delivering
the administration and
processing of mail to us.
Our Desktop mail service
is tailored to individual
customer requirements.
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Benefits eConnect Plus
Digital delivers
+

Immediate cost savings

+	Increase control and reduce
corporate risk
+

Reduce returned mail

+	Increase accountability and
transparency
+

Reduce your carbon footprint

+

Ensure brand consistency
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Inbound Parcel Tracker
“Reduce Parcel Costs Management
by 70%”
Scan Parcel Labels
Parcel Tracker will extract the name of the
recipient from the label without any manual data
entry or barcodes. It even works with hand written
parcels.
You can scan multiple parcels in one go and send
out batch notifications.
Your first 200 parcels each month are included in
the monthly membership fee.
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Inbound Parcel Tracker
Automate Notifications

Collect Proof-of-Pickup

Easily Manage Directory

Once all the parcels are scanned,
just hit the send button and they
will be grouped by recipients and
notifications sent for collection.

Recipients pick-up packages by
presenting the QR codes attached
in the email notifications. These
unique QR codes serve as proof
of collection. A signature can
also be obtained by the person
receiving the parcel.

Our directory management
system allows your staff to
manage the company directory to
ensure that all of your incoming
packages are directed to the right
person every time.

You can customise the Emails and
SMS notifications that get sent out
and attach your own branding.
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Secure Mail
Secure Mail takes the unknown out
of mail delivery and puts you in control
of every stage from production through
to delivery.
eConnect Plus provide all of the features of a courier
service at a fraction of the cost. When you need to
know where your mail is then Secure Mail is the service
for your organisation.
No more sticking labels onto your mail, manually
recording the number and then hoping it arrives on
time. With Secure Mail your documents are prepared
online, each letter is printed with a unique article
identifier so if you need to see where your article is you
can enter the article number into the tracking page on
our website or visit your portal to view the information.
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Secure Mail
No need to build your
own IT systems to get
started using Tracked
Mail and Registered
Post Imprint services.
eConnect Plus will have
your organisation up in
minutes.

Just like a courier service
Secure Mail tracks the mail
piece every step of the way:

Via this service customers can:
1.	Upload a single document
or a batch of documents
2.	Choose the speed of delivery
from Regular or Priority
3.	Select the service Tracked
Mail or Registered Post
4.	They can print to a local
printer or send the file to
eConnect Plus to prepare the
lodgement

1.	File receipt
2.	Printing and folding and
inserting (using an integrity
mailing system)
3.	Lodgement with Australia Post
4.	Arrival at the Australia Post
Delivery Centre
5.	Scan into the customers
letterbox (Tracked Mail)
6.	Signature receipt
(Registered Post)
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Inbound Mail Manager
A mail processing solution that takes
the worry out missing or delayed
mail deliveries.
Inbound Mail Manager takes the unknown out of
mail delivery and put you in control of every stage
of the delivery from receipt through to delivery.
eConnect Plus provide all of the features
of a offsite mail processing company without
the price tag.
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Inbound Mail Manager
Via our Internal Mail Redirect service
customers can:

Inbound Mail Manager tracks the mail piece
every step of the way:

1.	Bulk upload and manage your corporate
directory

1.	Mail piece upload

2.	Scan and upload their daily inbound mail
3.	The addressee details are matched
against your directory

2. Mail delivery
3. Staff member receipt

4.	Mail is automatically delivered where there
is 100% of the addressee to the directory
5.	Where the is a mis match the operator is
notified and can manually send or update
the directory and resend
6. You choose delivery channel
• Traditional email
• Secure email, or
• Digital Mailbox
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Secure eMail
and Digital Mailbox
If you are concerned about the privacy
and security of your email conversation
and want them to be private and secure.
We guarantee that your details and data are always
encrypted and is backed up by our Australian based
Data Centre partner, NTT Next DC, who operate to ISO
27001 Security Standards.
Easily send a secure email with the knowledge that
the our email encryption protects subject, body and all
attachments from prying eyes. Import all your contacts
into our encrypted address book, and rest assured
that nobody else can access your contacts’ personal
information.
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Secure eMail
and Digital Mailbox
For extra security all secure messages can
be locked down with multi factor authentication.
For communication between trusted parties
that is ongoing and needs to be completely
offline then we offer a secure Digital Mailbox
connection where messages, document and
conversations are protected to ISO 27001
Security Standards.
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Mobile Mailroom
eConnect Plus Post is one of the
foundation business support services
that eConnect Plus offers its customers.
This product has been conceived to deliver a mobile
mailroom service designed to simplify the preparation
and despatch of mail, parcels and courier articles.
The cornerstone of Mobile Mailroom is a dedicated
eConnect Plus service provider who visits your
business daily to collect any outgoing mail and parcel
despatches. The collection occurs at the same time
each day, and is done at no cost to you.
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Mobile Mailroom
In order to deliver the best
pre-sort discount available and
deliver savings to our customers,
eConnect Plus Post utilises
sophisticated Multi-line Optical
Character Recognition equipment
to read pre-sealed mail. The
technology optically reads the
letter, references the Australia
Post addressing file and prints
the correct barcode onto each
letter. This allows our customers
to eliminate expensive metering
machines and courier services,
and the need to visit the post
office.
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We are the source of expertise
that you have been looking for in:

Benefits of the
Mobile Mailroom Service

+	offering advice on the best
way to send your products

+	eliminates courier costs

+	assistance with undertaking
direct mail marketing
+	preparation of major mail
lodgements
+	daily letter and parcel
collection and lodgement
+	the collection service
is absolutely free

Try it for Free

+	no need for staff to visit
the Post Office
+	cheaper postage
+	no franking machines
+	reduced administration with
one invoice for all services
+	online label preparation

Book Demo

See a Demo
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Freight Management
To ensure we can meet the varied and
diverse requirements of our customers,
eConnect Plus Logistics hosts an
online freight management system
(FMS) that allows us to maximise
efficiency at affordable prices.
The system delivers advanced features such as quick
quotation from multiple freight providers, bulk upload
for multiple despatches, ability to load frequent
addresses, and easy cost centre referencing.
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Freight Management
Additional features of our
freight management system:
+	All labels are printed on
the same stock. No need
to change labels to change
carrier.
+	Online delivery status
monitoring (multiple carriers
– one system)
+	Email notification on delivery
+	Manages return parcel
process
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Carriers currently offered
on the platform include:

eConnect Plus Logistics
FMS provides a selection of
management and accounting
reports which deliver our
customers the information they
need to implement required
systems and controls.

+	Australia Post – eParcel,
Express Post & Parcel Post
+	eConnect Plus Couriers
+	Star Track Express

eConnect Plus Logistics offers
you a choice of freight carriers
according to your needs. You
choose the carrier by company
preference or best fit to match
your requirements of speed, price
and service.

Try it for Free

+	Toll Priority
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Mailroom Supplies
eConnect Plus has harnessed the
collective buying power of our broad
customer base to negotiate the best
price on large range of mailroom
supplies to benefit you.
In addition, we connect you to these great products
through our exclusive, easy-to-use online ordering
system.
Delivery is free, and we offer a next day delivery
service. Unlike many of our competitors, there is no
requirement for a minimum order value or quantity.
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Mailroom Supplies
Products include:
+
+
+

Packaging boxes and bags
Stationery and office supplies
Office paper

+	Postage satchels and
envelopes
+
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Tape and labels

Benefits that eConnect+
Office deliver:
+

Best price guarantee

+

Free next day delivery

+

No minimum order

+

Online ordering

+

Massive range
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Contact Us Today
Talk to us today to discover how we
can Transform Your Business
Book Demo Today

E info@econnectplus.com.au
Freecall 1300 767 843
Sydney Office 5/120 Hume Highway, Chullora NSW 2190
Melbourne Office Unit 7, 30 Prohasky Street, Port Melbourne VIC 3207

Visit us at www.econnectplus.com.au

Freecall 1300 767 843

